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Abstract

This project aims at the issue of copyright and pirated music through music downloads via internet in Malaysia. Online music downloading has been enormously popular. The law regarding copyright isn’t very clear, and different country has its different set of rules and regulations about download music. This project will only focus on Malaysia.

This project aimed at justifying the online download music issues on copyright and pirated music in Malaysia. A background study is conducted on this research topic to evaluate the scope of the research title and to narrow down to specify areas and issues. The literature reviews are resources from the articles and internet, and then we can gain more information about our research title and specify areas. This project is conducted using two main forms of approaches or research strategies, namely the questionnaire and interview primary data collected. Carry out secondary data on document such as books, journals, newspapers etc. This success results are from the questionnaires and the interview when they are complied. Furthermore, bar charts and pie charts to explain the result and achieved all aims and objectives. Many factors and ideas can be drawn from all the facts and data that have been processed into useful information.

In conclusion, based on all the findings, it’ll derive conclusions on the facts that are obtained from the questionnaire and the literature review. This report will be able to provide a clear understanding on project title and objective. The findings of this topic will come to some benefits to other relevant research topics at last.